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Fluid Level Sensing
enabled by AS8579 - Capacitive Sensor
‒ High accuracy and precision with capacitive measurement
‒ Reliable solution providing additional shielding possibility
implemented
‒ Insensitive to external influences by compensation method
via DC offset register
‒ Suitable for safety critical solutions - Designed according
functional safety standard and AEC-Q100 Grade 1 qualified
‒ Multi-channel measurement possibility

https://ams.com/capacitive-sensors

Sensing is life

Fluid Level Sensing
Capacitive Sensing enables accurate Liquid Level Detection
General Description
Capacitive sensing is a widely used technology in fluid-level sensing. It works on the principle of capacitance: charge accumulates in the gap between two sheets of metal, or ‘electrodes’, when a voltage is applied to one electrode. The amount of
charge which accumulates depends on a property, the ‘permittivity’, of the material between the electrodes.
At the heart of the AS8579’s measurement system is a type of capacitive sensing technology called I/Q demodulation. This
method measures the resistive as well as the capacitive element of a system’s impedance. The effect of this is that, unlike
other methods for capacitive sensing, it works reliably even in difficult conditions, and is sensitive to small changes in resistance.
Principle Function

Related Devices
The sensor has a transmitter and receiver
block. The transmitter supplies the load (e.g.:
a capacitor consisting of two conducting
plates - electrodes) with an alternating
voltage signal. The sensor captures the
reactive load current. The current response
is converted to a voltage and then I/Q-demodulated. After filtering and conversion,
the outcome is the impedance (capacitive
and resistive information) of the electrodes.
The measured capacitance differs with the
level of liquid between the electrodes.

AS8579 - Accurate capacitive fluid
level sensing

Application Areas

Automotive applications:
‒ Fuel tank
‒ Hydraulic fluid
‒ Coolant fluid level

https://ams.com/as8579
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Industry:
‒ Home appliances and white goods
(e.g. coffee machine, ...)
‒ Tanks and containers
‒ Central heating systems - Boiler

Medical:
‒ Insulin pump
‒ Drug pen
‒ IV bag

